
Why information is not enough for discipleship.
Opening:
Do a quick check in to start:

● Rose(Something you loved that happened since you have met.)
● Leaf(Something funny that happened since you have met.)

Expectations:
● Show up, if you can’t make it let us know.
● Have fun.
● What’s shared here stays here.
● Be willing to be vulnerable. Growth happens with honesty.
● Share but leave room for others to talk.

Announcements:
Here is where the leader or someone in your group shares other opportunities to be
involved at CCC.

Show Video(Why information is not enough for discipleship)

Discussion:

Read 1 Corinthians 11:1, NIV

● How have you defined or thought of discipleship before tonight?

● What thoughts came to mind when you heard Jo talk about not being able
to, “Be” what she couldn't “See?”

● Who has been an illustration in your life of what it means to be a disciple?
When and how did you give them access to be able to see what it looked
like to be a disciple? Has it been more than one person? If so, talk about
the main areas you saw in the lives of those you stood shoulder to
shoulder with.



● Who have you been an illustration for or stood side by side with to
disciple?

● What are some of the obstacles when it comes to finding or allowing
people to stand side by side with?

Define & Committ

● Name one area of your life where you could really benefit from “seeing”
another disciple live it out.

● If discipleship is a combination of truth, relationship and seeing give a
name of someone you can start to reach out to disciple you? Give a name
of someone you might reach out to begin disciplining them?

Prayer

● Spend some time praying for those disciple relationships. If you have
specific names, name them. If you don't have names pray for God to bring
the right person/people. Pray for God to break down walls you might have
up from being discipled. Pray for the Spirit to help you to spend more time
with the ultimate rabbi Jesus in the word and in solitude with Him as well.


